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America’We all know that aging is inevitable–a battle she has personally fought and won.s
favorite fitness professional presents a breakthrough system to win the war against aging– Match
and Fabulous After 40 includes: Easy-to-follow workout programs for every day of the week Fat-
blasting, toning exercises to focus on specific parts of the body Weekly nutrient-packed meal
programs with delicious slimming recipesDenise’ Scientific research implies that we can turn
back the clock through a targeted regimen of age-busting workout and nutrition. Now, in Fit and
Fantastic After 40, award-winning fitness expert Denise Austin presents her own revolutionary,
sure-fire intend to help you stay healthy, strong, thin, and fabulous–Designed to fit even the the
majority of hectic schedules, and quickly tailored to person health issues, Fit and Fantastic After
40 offers today's, realistic fountain of youth for every female.s personal supplement and
supplement program Invaluable information on common health issues for ladies, such as for
example menopause, breast cancers, and heart disease Particular beauty tips–but just how
gracefully you age is normally your decision. By exercising for just thirty minutes a day, using
cutting-edge techniques such as for example yoga and Pilates-centered exercises, and
consuming for maximum health and vitality, you can build power, shed pounds, improve
versatility and balance, and look years younger.including anti-wrinkle exercises!regardless of
what your age!
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including a 7-time plan which includes extremely foods, beauty routines etc Covers a variety of
areas including workout, age related topics, diet, including a 7-time plan which includes super
foods, beauty routines etc. It looks like no matter what I really do, the weight just will not come
off... Wow. Four Stars Good book found its way to good condition and on time full of wisdom Ms.
My eating has changed too. Nothing earth shaking, but guidelines on how best to implement
everything we know we need to do. Austin can be inspirational because she actually is packed
with "can-do" attitude. So overall, an excellent value. Five Stars Ideal for ladies like me :) I love it
User friendly and follow Very informative I have always enjoyed items by Denise Austin and this
one is just as great as her other items.. Plus she is a great example and lives up to her word. Fast
shipping/delivery Fast delivery..!.oh and the brain fog! I'll admit, I am not really a big fan of
Denise Austin in general, but this reserve has provided me comfort in realizing that I'm not
screwing up, my body is just changing.. Just two years ago people were commenting on my
slimness, that was my 40th birthday, right now at 42, there is nothing where I left it!! And she's
real, there is no gimmicks just great education about getting older, common sense and things
that anyone can do. THANK YOU DENISE!. But I'm confident this book will help me get the pieces
back where they belong and that I'll feel wonderful once again, both emotionally and actually.
Five Stars In great condition Hey... I got this for my partner as she checked out the Shrink Your
Woman Fat Zones by the same writer.??but you have to embrace the challenges and fight back..
Product as advertised If you are 40 or plus and wondering where your body went..you
understand...mid 40's...experience awful sort of stuff... this book is for you personally. Good
value I see right now the book's on sale. I just cannot do tough exercises anymore - I get injured
very easily and my joints are stiff now - but luckily, Denise explains you do not possess to..it's
such as this stuff just creeps up on you and all of sudden you are not yourself anymore. Based on
sound information that anyone can do or adjust to their needs. It really helped me to read
through this book and realize that it's not my fault that I gained 12 pounds, have pains and
aches, get tired and quickly stressed, etc..if I look at a brownie, I gain 3 pounds...and by the way.
Which books is assisting me change right along with it, making the adjustments I have to, to be
fit and fabulous.. it's pretty basic, not very in-depth Very little info I didn't already know, it's
pretty fundamental, not very in-depth, not really what I thought it might be. My hair used to be
beautiful and thick and shiny. She often gives practical suggestions and normal exercises that
most of us can do..now it's slim and dried out. Honestly, the hair matter has been among the
hardest issues to cope with. Denise really goes into detail about adjustments in your 40's and
she's extremely candid about discussing everything that happens. I was really content and
relived to know that this happens to every female.. It really is doable and practical information.it
virtually sucks. In case you have medical issues that require special needs, your physicians
suggestions can be accommodated within the plan.. This is such a great book....just get going and
you can be fit. I like that it is comprehensive--a little bit in regards to a large amount of
things--skin care, diet plan, exercise, emotional tips, wellness, etc...what on earth happened to
my hair? I acquired this for my wife as she tested ...what's happening here? It had been what she
wished and she is considering getting one for our girl. Lots of ideas and guidelines in here.
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